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Vatican

Mussolini’s reformed Vatican has a peculiar natal aspect indeed. Jupiter square Neptune
is often about a change in religion. In positive terms Vatican is able to absorb whatever
Buddhist-like thought Jesus Christ has instilled in the western mind. In less popular terms
Vatican boasts an Egyptian obelisk right at its center, has Sextans ascending and is as
such possibly willing to experiment in Masonic ritual. Vatican is specially protected by
God whether as depicted as an eye in a triangle or as Shiva dancing in the decomposing
universe while wielding his “trisula” trident. The trident is the emblem of Neptune, of
course. Jupiter is prominent in the southern region of the horoscope with giant real estate
transneptunian 2002 AW197. Vatican had its real estate kicks and probably kicks on.

Dwarf Planets

2005 FY9 will probably be the next giant dwarf planet proclaimed. At any rate it is next
to 2003 UB313 and Pluto in brightness and size. The object is positioned on the Vatican
stargate much as Mars is for pope Ratzinger. This is a good aspect for religious activities.
Religious activities in fact tend to align with the galaxy as well as separate from the
world. The ascent of the saints is a natural issue of their prayers. The saints did not
mingle, instead they separated from Satan and the world of matter. As far as an object
separates from the ecliptic it can be judged “demoniac” or “angelic”. In our case 2005
FY9 is deemed angelic at the Orion stargate.

Saturn at the gates of Hell

Saturn is at the negative stargate in Sagittarius. This point will soon receive a Jupiter
transit. As soon as Pluto turns from Serpens Cauda and Ophiuchus into the negative
stargate area the transit will become evident. 2001 UR163 is guarding the stone over the
entrance to hell. Occult tradition has stored a formula that was uttered by Adam when he
entered hell. Saturn is easily associated with Yama or the god of the underground and in
some eastern countries Pluto is actually called Yama. The eastern people are more readily
acquainted with the adventures of Yama that those of later Pluto. In eastern terms we
could say that Yama was downgraded to dwarf planet. The demise of gods often happens



in eastern tradition as Indra starts as great hero during the Rig-Veda period only to be
degraded to almost mere human in the latest strata of Vedic literature. Easterners will
understand Yama has sinned somehow and is temporarily out of favor but surely plotting
comeback.

Antichrist Days

Neptune is stirring strange waters as Vatican takes an unusual course towards the last
week of July 2007 but July 22nd is not yet the big change we are expecting. The directions
for Vatican are rather martial. Mars flirts with the medium coeli and is squared by
Neptune in direction. Espionage and inquisition happen behind the holy veils of the little
big state. The faithful are discussing religious dogma as well as their right to participate
in ritual. Perhaps we have a somehow awkward comeback of the old rites when all
Christians were equal.  There is great sorrow in the community at this time. The
community is driven to sexual restraint as well as study of the right doctrines. There is a
movement that propagates celibacy. There may even be a movement propagating the joy
of being poor. These are unusual times that luckily aim at the simple source of religion.

August 28th 2007 is surely an interesting day for the Vatican. Venus has sojourned in
Sextans and Hydra and is on its way into back into Leo and Cancer. Saturn in transit
activates the natal Jupiter Neptune square. Saturn rules time and change. A great ruler
will lay its hand on this planet in those days. God can show a definite sign of his own
presence. In all we have a good omen for the strong hearts. The strong hand of God will
be remarkably felt on September 2nd and October 13th.

Whatever important wedding happens at Rome with Venus in Hydra must be recorded by
the local astrologers as well as carefully tracked ever after. Is the bride pregnant? Not
only birth but also impregnation with Venus in Hydra is most surely an exceptional event.

The Pope

The pope is exposed to a peculiar transit with Venus in Hydra, Mercury, Saturn and the
Sun transiting his natal Neptune. Neptune is God the father as located in the region of the
head. Thus the faithful touches the forefront when addressing God as heavenly father.

This is a peculiar time for the pope. The Biblical application will be centered on
marriage, adultery and abortion. Extrauterine pregnancy will be given a special status.
The time of Venus in Hydra is surely specific to pregnancy as well as best avoided until
we harbor definite holy doubts about those days.

The main omen in the year 2007 is Jupiter in Ophiuchus portending the appearance of a
strong religious leader as sent by God, unmoved by human sympathy or any Antichrist.

At a papal banquet the pope will accuse the thieves as well as lock his secret chambers
twice on departing. The safety of the inner church will be kept. By “inner” we mean the
religious order as apart from administration. This is a good time for a special mission.


